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The present LC method was developed for the determination of levonorgestrel amount released from a polymeric matrix in a dosing range covering 30 ng/mL to 1000 ng/mL. The dissolution medium selected for that purpose was aqua conservans (0.1 % parabens). Nowadays, the analytical methods must not only be fully validated but also in a time as short as possible. In this paradoxical situation a new regulatory request is to manage the risk associated to the use of these methods in routine analysis (1-2). In this context, the accuracy profile concept using an appropriate experimental design turns out to be a very useful tool (3). In the present study, a validation protocol including simultaneously equipments, operators, days and preparations of stocks solutions as variability sources was elaborated. Being without knowledge about a potential matrix effect, two calibration curves (within and without matrix) were also investigated. On the basis of the different accuracy profiles obtained, a very significant matrix effect was highlighted. Finally, the calibration was performed within the matrix using a weighted linear regression model. Excellent reliability was obtained. Indeed, relative bias and intermediate precision were lower than 1.5 % and 4 %, respectively. Moreover, the risk to obtain a result outside of the acceptance limits (15 %) is lower than 3 %. All these results were conducted in only two days.
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